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The MechE Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Task Force was formed by the MechE 
Department Head in July 2020. The DEI Task Force consisted of ten members, including staff, 
faculty, undergraduate students and graduate students. The DEI Task Force was charged with 
developing a statement of MechE’s values and recommending ideas that can be implemented to 
foster DEI. The MechE DEI Vision Statement and Community Values were finalized and 
announced in May 2021.1,2 The Task Force subsequently initiated a process through its website, 
to solicit ideas to foster DEI from members of the MechE community that could be aggregated 
and shared as recommendations to department leadership for implementation. These 
recommendations from the DEI Task Force have been provided to the department leadership.  

Summary of the Idea Submission Process 

In the idea submission process, two DEI expert consultants with extensive experience helping 
academic institutions improve DEI were engaged, Dr. Brandi Jones and Mr. Donnie Perkins, to 
help prioritize the ideas. The consultants were tasked with developing a rubric for evaluating the 
ideas submitted by the community, and then using that rubric to prioritize the submitted ideas. 
The goal was to identify which ideas were likely to have the highest impact on improving DEI, and 
to then use those ideas to develop a set of recommendations that would be shared with the 
department leadership.  

During the idea submission process, a total of 314 ideas were collected and provided to the 
consultants for assessment. Of the 314 ideas considered, 56 originated directly from the MechE 
community via the Task Force’s idea submission process, and the other 258 were pulled from 
documents such as Prof. Paula Hammond’s Report on Faculty Diversity from 2010, the GAME 
DEI working group’s open letter, the BGSA recommendations from 2015 and follow up in 2020, 
and other DEI efforts on campus. The following summarizes the rubric developed by the 
consultants: 

Rubric – Success Indicators for Evaluation of Recommendations 

Part I: Recommendations were evaluated according to the following success indicators, and did 
not include a cost/benefit analysis, but instead focused primarily on potential impact: 

• Values and priorities alignment 
• Strategically addresses stated priorities to meet goals, targets, and objectives 
• Systemic awareness 
• Enhances systems and policies to advance priorities and promote equitable practices 
• Attainable and measurable 
• Initiative is specific and measurable to meet goals and targets 
• Innovation and creativity 
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• Rich and robust idea that considers the MIT and department context 
• Relevance, i.e., the idea directly connects to identified challenges and priorities in/outside 

of the department 

Part II: Recommendations were ranked according to the following categories based on evaluation 
of success indicators: 

Basic:              Not clear, lacks focus, underdeveloped, not related to priorities 
Emerging:       Adequate, promising, relates to key priorities 
Strong:            Focused, outcome oriented, integrated 
Excellent:        Clear, comprehensive, impactful, significantly addresses priorities 

Amongst the 314 ideas collected, there were many duplicates. Many ideas were sufficiently 
similar/interrelated that they could be effectively combined into a single entry. The consultants 
accordingly merged ideas that were similar, which then resulted in 139 ideas to be evaluated. The 
ideas are listed below, with their corresponding ranking/prioritization by the consultants. The 45 
ideas that are labeled as potentially having the highest impact, were then used by the DEI Task 
Force to develop the recommendations provided to department leadership.  

Note: What is listed in the tables below are only the titles associated with each submission. Some 
submissions contained overlapping information, concerns or suggestions that were also included 
in other submissions, and thus the titles not listed in the highest impact category should not be 
considered as though the problems they addressed have not been prioritized for implementation. 
For example, workload equity amongst staff was an issue addressed in one or more submissions 
in the high impact category (e.g., Pay Equity), yet the submission that had workload equity 
exclusively in the title did not end up in the highest impact category. Thus, one should not infer 
that workload equity amongst staff has not been prioritized - since it has. In addition, it is important 
to note that the ideas submitted were not screened for feasibility. For example, a submission that 
would significantly affect departmental and institute budgets was proposed (e.g., Generating a 
$11M annual DEI budget with existing MIT MechE funds) and was considered potentially 
impactful, even though it is infeasible to actually implement due to constraints on how MIT’s 
finances are managed.  

Upon request, you can contact the DCEO, Bryan Nance at bgn@mit.edu, to obtain brief 
summaries or appropriately redacted versions (i.e., to protect personal information) of specific 
submissions. It is also important to note that the consultants were not specifically familiar with 
existing MIT programs, policies and procedures, and thus did not filter or judge ideas based on 
their feasibility of being implemented at MIT, or whether or not portions of certain ideas may have 
already been implemented at MIT.  

Attached PDF of full idea list (see images below)  
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Using the list of 45 highest impact ideas, the ideas were then subsequently organized into seven 
different categories by the Task Force, namely:  

1. Accountability and Communication: Ensuring that the department continues to make 
long term progress on improving DEI and improves its communications to the community.  

2. Staff Retention and Development: Improving the treatment of staff, inequity amongst 
staff, and other issues that hinder long term staff retention and career development. 

3. Inclusion and Belonging: Increasing the sense of inclusion and belonging, in particular 
for underrepresented groups (URGs). 

4. Curriculum and Education: Finding opportunities for the department to take a lead role 
in addressing DEI in the curriculum.  

5. Mentoring and Advising: Improving the faculty-graduate student advising and 
mentorship experience.  

6. Recruitment and Admissions: Increasing the ability to attract, retain and build a more 
diverse community. 

7. DEI Funding and Fundraising: Attaining dedicated funding to achieve DEI goals, and 
fundraising for sustained financial resources that can impact DEI. 

These seven categories then formed the framing of the recommendations provided by the Task 
Force to department leadership. As a next step to improve DEI in MechE, the department will 
launch a strategic action plan, which includes goals that the department will prioritize in the 
coming years.   

 



Develop a career placement program and post career opportunities

Investigate anti-Black bias in quals

Reframe and rename written qualifying exam

Create multiple mentorship models and improve existing practices 

Hire director of diversity, equity, inclusion at department level 

Build ethos of community involvement

Develop infrastructure to support K-12 mentorship by MIT students

High - Medium High Impact Ideas

MIT Mechanical Engineering Pre-PhD Program

Re-evaluating Requirements and Assessments to Fill Gaps and 
Fix Over-Assessment

Medium - Low Impact Ideas

Know Thy Self

Tell Me Anything/Ask Me Anything Sessions

YouDiversity

Cards About Real Diversity Designing Equitable Creative 
Solutions (CARD DECKS)

External review of admissions process 

Fully funded on campus visit programs 

Use MSRP as recruitment tool and create other like research 
opportunities for URMs 

External review of hiring and other practices 

Increase transparency in faculty, staff, postdoc hiring 

Remove GRE as admission criteria 

Outreach to local community colleges, state schools, high schools

Engage in K-12 and outreach initiatives

Include students in faculty/staff hiring decision-making process

Require anti-racism training for admission committee members

20% of invited speakers be URM

Include students in graduate admissions decision making process

Create graduate admissions assistance program

Require that at least one faculty of color sit on admission committee 

Diversify student body

Create holistic admissions and academic performance process 
[starting]

Increase transparency in graduate admissions 

Leverage OGE training/resources to improve admissions process 

Increase transparency in faculty, staff, postdoc hiring

High - Medium High Impact Ideas

Incorporate DEI criteria in hiring, promotion, and admission 
processes 

Create plan to recruit and retain BIPOC at all levels (faculty, staff, 
students, postdocs)

MechE Graduate Admissions Department

Increasing Graduate Student Diversity with Headhunters

Improving diversity, equity, and inclusion in admissions finances

Active partnerships with HBCUs & Minority Serving Institutions

Recruitment efforts at HBCUs, NSBE, SHPE

Faculty assigned as Equity Advisors to search committees

Recognize and encourage DEI work by students, faculty, staff

Create URM graduate student lounge 

Faculty assigned as Equity Advisors to admission committees

BEEAM ME UP: Broadening Engagement through Engineering at 
MIT in MechE for underrepresented minority youth

Medium - Low Impact Ideas

Students doing background to find lab...

Eliminate family wealth as a factor in graduate student admissions

Visits to local high school

Mandatory implicit bias training for faculty hiring committees 

Educate through curriculum and research

Address hidden curriculum 

Leverage programs offered in OGE, OMP, SPXCE, OGE, CAPD, 
UCEM, etc. 

Infuse conversations about diversity in graduate student visits and 
orientations

Remove names/pronouns from admission application

Require that 20% of interview pool be URM

Fund tools to enhance transparency in our department

Increase financial support for URM students

Recognition and compensation for faculty, staff, students engaged 
in DEI efforts 

Announce financial commitment to DEI

Fund antiracist initiatives

Support Black owned businesses

Enhance cohort structured support and mentorship programs 

Provide funding for URM students to attend conferences 

Facilitate student community-building 

High - Medium High Impact Ideas

Increasing Graduate Student Belonging and Success with Grad-
Interphase

Graduate students do not receive adequate mentorship from their 
advisors

Opportunities for Faculty Engagement through URM Internships

Improving the Undergraduate Advising System to Increase 
Student Outcomes, Retention, and Happiness

Medium - Low Impact Ideas

Ethics Requirement

Tackling Racial Ignorance Head On

Land Acknowledgement

CREATIVE by DESIGN

Expand Health insurance coverage 

Establish graduate URM student organization 

Grant student leaders access to faculty meetings

Informal opportunities to discuss DEI (book clubs)

Undergraduate major demographics should reflect MIT student-wide 
demographics

Mental health resources

one over sad equals happy

Acknowledging and metabolizing the emotional burden of being an 
URM

R.E.S.P.E.C.T.

The MIT Reparations Project

Make physical spaces more inclusive 

Establish activist in residence program

Make campus spaces available to community organizations

Institute diversity point person and committee for graduate 
community

Create dashboard for scholarships and resources

High - Medium High Impact Ideas

Staff Pay Equity - Annual Review Process

A Staff Grievance Process with Disciplinary Action

Examine hiring, promotion, admissions, graduation, staff turnover, 
student retention etc. trends 

Pay equity 

Staff Pay Equity - Pay Transparency

Staff Pay Equity - Upward Mobility and Promotions

Encourage/Incentivise Faculty to Attend HR trainings

An Onboarding Training Staff Component for New Faculty

Independent evaluator for a staff conflict

I would like to propose the creation of an "ombudsman office" 
against racial discrimination

Medium - Low Impact Ideas

Meaningful managerial support/oversight for support staff

Support staff role clarity and workload equity

Support staff career growth and recognition

Minimize uniformed/police presence in department spaces

Create code of ethics, value statement, etc.

DEI town hall meetings

Medium - Low Impact Ideas

Lunches with Faculty for MechE Freshmen and Sophomores

Informal meetings between upperclassmen and freshmen 
/sophomores

Undergraduate Advising Equity

Advising Support

Create undergraduate and graduate student handbooks

Establish relationships with BIPOC alumni

Don’t assign DEI work/office housework to underrepresented 
members (Cultural Tax)

Graduate student departure exit interviews [maybe links with climate 
survey]

Ten Year Challenge

Department stance on BLM movement

Create sustainable public plan on addressing anti-Black racism

Accountability for faculty and staff hiring 

Require diversity statement for faculty and student applicants 

360 reviews of faculty

Publish diversity statements and resources on department website 

Mandate public value statements and advising philosophy on faculty 
websites

Smart Phone Resource Equity

Accountability & Communication

Mentoring & Advising

High - Medium High Impact Ideas

Medium - Low Impact Ideas

Incorporate DEI evaluation in Visiting Committees charge (include 
DEI expertise)

Create 5-10 year departmental DEI plan 

Annual DEI progress reports 

Accountability for faculty/staff/postdoc hiring, graduation, etc. 

Create department DEI committee 

Transparency in Departmental Data on Grades, Quals, Advising, 
Graduation by Gender/URM group

Department acknowledgement of race-based issues, lack of 
progress, etc. 

Create department webpage dedicated to DEI progress 

Conduct climate survey (very much needed for staff, and 
students?)

Internal promotion and salary

Masters-Level Support Staff

Increase the Tuition Assistance Plan Credit for Staff

Create a Tenured Staff Position

Onboard faculty and staff

Recruitment & AdmissionsCurriculum & EducationDEI Funding & FundraisingInclusion & BelongingStaff Retention & Development

Formal process to report and respond to race-based 
discrimination 

Communication, Quals, Imposter Syndrome, Teaching, Wages

Exit interviews for graduate students

Request access to statistics

High - Medium High Impact Ideas

The MIT Inclusion Initiative

The department and institute needs to be mindful of the diversity 
within the student body, and their needs. 

Expand the number of gender-inclusive restrooms

Equity in MIT Mechanical Engineering Makerspaces

DEI seminars/talks/training in departments

BIPOC representation in speakers

Mandatory DEI training for all students 

Mandatory implicit bias training  for faculty, lab personnel, and 
admission officers/committees

High - Medium High Impact Ideas

Dedicate (and raise) DEI funding

Generating a 11M dollar annual DEI budget with existing MIT 
MechE funds

Increasing Graduate Student Diversity with Fellowships

Fund prestigious department level fellowships for URM graduate 
students 

Medium - Low Impact Ideas
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